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(Received 31 August 2003; published 26 February 2004)087902-1We present the experimental detection of genuine multipartite entanglement using entanglement
witness operators. To this aim, we introduce a canonical way of constructing and decomposing witness
operators so that they can be directly implemented with present technology. We apply this method to
three- and four-qubit entangled states of polarized photons, giving experimental evidence that the
considered states contain true multipartite entanglement.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.087902 PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud, 42.50.Dvwith n 1 partite entanglement and a negative expecta- von Neumann (or projective) measurements [13]Entanglement is one of the most puzzling features of
quantum theory and of great importance for the new field
of quantum information theory. The determination of
whether a given state is entangled or not is one of the
most challenging open problems of this field. For the
experimental detection of entanglement Bell inequalities
[1] are widely used. However, even for two-qubit systems
there exist entangled states which do not violate any Bell
inequality [2]. The tool of choice in this case is the Peres-
Horodecki criterion [3,4] as it gives a simple sufficient
and necessary condition for entanglement. Yet, the situ-
ation is much more complicated for higher dimensional
and multipartite systems, where simple necessary and
sufficient conditions are not known [5].
In the analysis of multipartite systems, it is important
to distinguish between genuine multipartite entangle-
ment and biseparable (triseparable, etc.) entanglement.
Genuine multipartite entangled pure states cannot be
created without participation of all parties. Conversely,
for pure biseparable states of n parties, a group of m< n
parties can be found which are entangled among each
other, but not with any member of the other group of
nm parties [6]. Distinction and detection of genuine
multipartite entanglement poses an important challenge
in quantum information science. Bell inequalities are not
suited to this aim in general. Multiseparable and bisepar-
able states violate known Bell inequalities less than
n-partite Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states.
However, for n > 3, there exist even pure n-partite en-
tangled states with a lower violation than biseparable
states [7]. Only recently, significant progress in classify-
ing multipartite entanglement has been achieved using
entanglement witnesses [4,8]. These observables can
always be used to detect various forms of multipartite
entanglement, when some a priori knowledge about the
states under investigation is provided [9]; they are in this
sense more powerful than Bell inequalities.
A witness of genuine n-partite entanglement is an ob-
servable which has a positive expectation value on states0031-9007=04=92(8)=087902(4)$22.50 tion value on some n-partite entangled states. The latter
states and their entanglement, respectively, are said to be
detected by W . Witnesses provide sufficient criteria for
entanglement and for distinguishing the various classes of
genuine multipartite entangled states.
The goal of this Letter is twofold. First, we introduce a
general scheme for the construction of multipartite wit-
ness operators and their decomposition into locally mea-
surable observables. In this way, we demonstrate how
witness operators can be implemented experimentally in
a straightforward way by using local projective measure-
ments, even for multipartite systems [10]. Then, we apply
this scheme to certain states and perform the experimen-
tal detection of their multipartite entanglement, which
could not be revealed by known Bell inequalities. In
particular, we use this method for the characterization
of the three-qubit W state [11], and the four-qubit state
j4i [12].
A witness operator that detects genuine multipartite
entanglement of a pure state j i (and of states that are
close to j i, e.g., in the presence of noise) is given by
W  1  j ih j; (1)
where 1 is the identity operator,
  max
j	i2B
jh	j ij2; (2)
and B denotes the set of biseparable states. This construc-
tion guarantees that TrWB 	 0 for all biseparable
states B, and that TrW j ih j< 0. Thus, a negative
expectation value of the observable W clearly signifies
that the state j i carries multipartite entanglement.
Determining  in Eq. (2) is a difficult task, when the
maximization of the overlap with any biseparable state is
performed explicitly. However, a simple method based on
the Schmidt decomposition of bipartite partitions was
found; details are described in the Appendix.
For the experimental implementation of the witness
(1), it is necessary to decompose it into a number of local2004 The American Physical Society 087902-1
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XK
k1
Mk; (3)
where
Mk
X
l1;...;ln
dkl1;...;ln jak;1l1 ihak;1l1 j

jak;nln ihak;nln j: (4)
Here n is the number of parties, jak;mlm i are orthogonal
vectors for a fixed k;m, and dkl1...ln are real weighting
coefficients. An observable Mk can be measured with one
setting of the measuring devices of the parties.We call the
local decomposition (3) ‘‘optimal’’ when K is minimal.
For demonstrating the power of multipartite witnesses,
we choose states with nonmaximal multipartite entan-
glement. The first one is the three-qubit W state [11,14]
jWi 

1
3
r
j001i  j010i  j100i: (5)087902-2It has been shown that this state is not equivalent to the
GHZ state under stochastic local operations and classical
communication [11] and possesses different entanglement
properties than the GHZ state. The second state is the
four-qubit state j4i, which is a superposition of a four-
qubit GHZ state and the tensor product of two maximally
entangled two-qubit states. It is given by [12,15]
j4i  1
3
p

j0011i  j1100i  1
2
j0110i  j1001i
 j0101i  j1010i

: (6)
For the entanglement detection of the three-qubit W
state (5), we have considered two witnesses W 1W andW 2W [16]. The first witness is constructed according
Eq. (1), resulting inW 1W 
2
3
1  jWihWj
 1
24
17  1
3  7
3z  3z11  1z1  11z  5zz1  z1z  1zz  1  z  x
3
 1  z  x
3  1  z  y
3  1  z  y
3: (7)
Its expectation value is positive on biseparable and fully separable states. It thus detects all states belonging to the two
classes of states with genuine tripartite entanglement, the W class and the GHZ class, but without distinguishing
between them. The factor 2=3 corresponds to the maximal squared overlap between the W state and biseparable states.
From this we also see that a mixture of jWi and white noise,   pjWihWj  1 p1=8 exhibits tripartite entangle-
ment for a noise contribution of up to p > 13=21. We introduced a short notation for tensor products, i.e., 1ij :
1 
 i 
 j, where 1 andi are the identity and Pauli matrices. This decomposition requires five measurement settings,
namely, 
3z and z  i=

2
p 
3; i  x; y, see also Fig. 2 (below). Finding such a decomposition and proving its
optimality is technically demanding (for details see [9]).
A witness that detects genuine tripartite entanglement and, with the same set of local measurements, allows one to
distinguish between the W and GHZ states, is given by [16]
W 2W 
1
2
1jGHZihGHZj  1
16
6 1
3 4
3z  2yy1y1y1yy zx
3zx
3; (8)
where jGHZi  j0 0 0i  j1 1 1i= 2p  j000i  j001i  j010i  j100i with j0i  j0i  ij1i= 2p and j1i  j0i 
ij1i= 2p . This witness is constructed slightly differently from above; namely, here 1=2 is the maximal squared overlap
between jGHZi and any biseparable state. Furthermore, since the maximum overlap between jGHZi and any W state is
3=4 [16], the operator W GHZ  3=4  1  jGHZihGHZj is a GHZ witness, i.e., it has a negative expectation value for
GHZ states, but is positive for states belonging to the class ofW states. Therefore we can prove with the witness (8) that a
state  is fully tripartite entangled if TrW 2W < 0. If TrW 2W <1=4, then the state  does not belong to the W
state class. Theoretically, one expects TrW 1W jWihWj  1=3 and TrW 2W jWihWj  1=4.
For the four-qubit entangled state (6), we use the witness
W4 
3
4
1  j4ih4j
 1
48

3xxyy  yyxx  xxzz  3zzxx  yyzz  zzyy
 x  y
4  x  y
4  x  z
4  x  z
4  x  z
4  y  z
4  33  1
4

X
ix;y;z
ii11  11ii  
4i  2i1i1  i11i  1ii1  1i1i

: (9)
This decomposition requires 15 measurement settings. The witness W4 has a positive expectation value on all
triseparable, biseparable, and fully separable states. Here, the theoretical expectation value is given by TrW44  1=4. All of the above witnesses can detect the desired states mixed with not too large noise.087902-2
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tion. We have chosen multiphoton states as the test bench
of the entanglement witness. For these experiments, the
qubits are represented by the polarization of the photons,
with “0”  horizontal (H) and “1”  vertical (V) linear
polarization. The process of spontaneous parametric
down-conversion (SPDC) is used to generate a polariza-
tion-entangled four-photon state in the arms a0 and b0
[12,17] (Fig. 1). For enabling four observers in the arms a,
b, c, and d to analyze the 4 state, it suffices to distrib-
ute the four photons using semitransparent beam splitters
(BS) [Fig. 1(a)]. To transform the initial state into the W
state, we employ two-photon interference at a BS when
distributing the photons into arms a, b, and c [Fig. 1(b)]
[18]. Provided each of the three (four) observers receive
one photon, they obtain the three-photon state jWi, or the
four-photon state j4i, respectively. The general prin-
ciple and the experimental techniques to observe multi-
photon entangled states are described in detail in [15,19];
let us here focus on detecting their entanglement.
For implementing the witness observable polariza-
tion analyzers (PA) are used. A quarter(QWP)- and a
half-wave-plate (HWP) together with a PBS allow to
set and to analyze any arbitrary polarization direction
of each of the photons. As the computational basis of the
qubit “0”=“1” and thus the spin observable z corre-
sponds to a measurement of the H/V linear polarization,
x (y) corresponds to the analysis of 45 linear
polarization (left/right circular polarization). Registra-
tion of a photon in one of the two detectors of a
PA signals the observation of the corresponding
eigenstate of the spin operator. Every possible
observable of the type jak;1l1 iha
k;1
l1
j 
    
 jak;nln iha
k;n
ln
j
(4) corresponds to one of the 2n possible detection events
where each of the n observers registers one photon, either
with eigenvalue li  1 or 1. From the probability
of these multiphoton detections, Pak;1; . . . ; ak;nl1;...;ln ,
we then can compute the various terms TrMk FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental setups to demonstrate (a)
four-photon entanglement of the 4 state and (b) three-photon
entanglement of the W state; (c) polarization analysis (PA)
setup.
087902-3P
l1;...;ln1d
k
l1;...;ln
Pak;1; . . . ; ak;nl1;...;ln of the entangle-
ment witness expectation value.
The multiphoton detection probabilities for the three-
qubit state jWi are shown in Fig. 2. From the experimen-
tal results, we obtain
T rW 1W Wexp  0:197 0:018; (10)
T rW 2W Wexp  0:139 0:030: (11)
This clearly proves with high statistical significance that
the observed state is truly tripartite entangled.We want to
emphasize that the evaluation of a three-photon Bell
inequality failed to signify tripartite entanglement for
the same experimental settings and noise [19], indicating
the superiority of the witnesses.
For the detection of the genuine four-partite entangle-
ment of the state j4i, 15 different analyzer settings are
required. This is comparable with the 16 settings required
for evaluating a four-photon Bell inequality [12].
However, for j4i all known Bell inequalities give a
violation which is lower than the maximum one of
biseparable states, therefore only tripartite entangle-
ment could be shown by those violations. Thus, it is
only the witness W4 which can prove the four-partite
entanglement of j4i. The observed fourfold detection
probabilities (Fig. 3) result in an expectation value of
T rW44 exp  0:151 0:01; (12)
which finally confirms the genuine multipartite entangle-
ment beyond any doubt.
In conclusion, we have developed a generic scheme to
easily construct witness operators distinguishing genuine
multipartite entangled states from biseparable states or
states with even lower multipartite entanglement. This
allowed one to analyze the entanglement of three- and
four-photon entangled states based on local measure-
ments only. Whereas the evaluation of generalized multi-
photon Bell inequalities fell short of ruling out
biseparability [15,19], the experimentally obtainedFIG. 2 (color online). Three-photon detection probabilities
for six settings of the polarization analyzers as required for
the detection of three-photon entanglement using the witness
operators W 1W and W 2W .
087902-3
FIG. 3 (color online). Four-photon detection probabilities for
fifteen settings of polarization analyzers as required for the
detection of four-photon entanglement using the witness op-
erators W4 .
P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending27 FEBRUARY 2004VOLUME 92, NUMBER 8values of the respective witnesses clearly prove the genu-
ine multipartite entanglement of the observed states.
After solving the problem of analyzing bipartite entan-
glement [3,4], we now have also a well-suited tool at hand
for the experimental analysis of genuine multipartite
entangled quantum systems.
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Appendix.—In this Appendix, we show how to calcu-
late the overlap  of Eq. (2). We first fix a bipartite
splitting B1, and consider only states j	i 2 B1 which
are product vectors with respect to this partition.
We choose an orthonormal product basis jiji for this
partition, thus j i  Pijcijjiji and j	i  jaijbi P
ijaibjjiji. The coefficient matrix is denoted by C 
cij and the normalized coefficient vectors by ~a  ai
and ~b  bi. Then
max
j	i2B1
jh	j ij  max
ai;bj
j
X
ij
ai cijbj j  max
~a; ~b
jh ~ajCj ~bij
 max
k
f kCg; (13)
where  kC denotes the singular values of C, i.e., the087902-4roots of the eigenvalues of CCy. In other words,  kC are
the Schmidt coefficients of j i with respect to a fixed
bipartite splitting. Therefore,  is given by the square of
the Schmidt coefficient which is maximal over all pos-
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